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Man's Last Etd, by Joseph Buckley ) S.M., A.M., S T.D.,

with a Foreword by Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, 0.P.,

Herder, St. Louis & London, 1949, 249 pp., $3.50.

La Sagesse de Sen;que, by Andre de Bovis, "Theologie" 13,

Aubier, Paris, 1948, 231 pp.

With increasing insistence historians have been advancing

that the Renaissance constitutes a watershed in Catholic theo-

logical thought on nature and grace. In 1920 in Gresulgagm

Fr. Etter argued impressively that theologians prior to Sylvester

Maurus took it for granted that perfect beatitude was to be

had by man only in the beatific vision. With no less impress-

iveness in 1929, though his work does not seem equally well

known, Fr. Doucet in Antonlanum argued that theologians prior

to Cajetan took it for granted that there existed in man

natural desire for the supernatural vision of God. Recently

both these positions have been overshadowed by the more radical

0
was a concrete possibility; and a startling confirmation of

contention of Fr. de Lubec that only after Baiva did it become

a common view that the state of pure nature, as now understood,

the accuracy of. Fr. do Lubac's history has been given by Fr.

Rondet ERSR, XXXV, 1948, 481-5201, inasmuch as the Tridentine

C) theologian, Dominieas Soto, 0.P., in claimed to have affirmed

that, had man been created in Ruilloib, he could not

know hie last and, since that would have been supernatural.
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If the history of the matter is becoming clearer, the

speculative issues are so complex that a generous lapse of

time will have to be granted, I suspect, before ell con-

cealed suppositions have been detected and a sound judgment

can be passed upon the re1ati7e merits of the Medieval and

the Renaissance positions. Accordingly, it is as valuable,

if incomplete, contributions to the contemporary process of

investigation; clarification, and criticism that the books

under review are recommended.

In the main Fr. Buckley's work is npeculative and syn-

tematio, His topic is veey closely related to the Thomist

statement, beatitudo perfecta est soli Deoaturni., which

was developed by Fr. O'Mahony's Desire of God over a decade

ago. But, as his title indicates, he treats riot of man's

beatitude but of man's last end and, indeed, not of the end

that might happen to be last, but of the end that intrinsically

is laet. Such an end is good in itself, willed because of

itself (terminative), and the ground both of the goodness and

of the willing of anything else (architectonic). These

requirements are not by divine goodness as presented to the

will in the beatific vision. Again, they are met by divine

goodness considered abeelately from a metaehysical viewpoint

as the final cause of all things in any order. But from

the viewpoint of human psychology nere appears no last end

to be attained by man except through the beatific vision.
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For apart from the vision man knows divine goodness not

directly and in itself but indirectly and ror , sreciem alianam.

*	 Ln	 OW
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Accordingly, he knows that divine goodness is the ground of

all other goodness and desirableness, but ha does not know

it inasmuch as it is that ground. Hence, divine goodness

as presented to his will is not architectonic and so lacks

a property of an end that of itself is last, Again, in the

vision ri6ht willing follows necessarily; but apart from the

vision right willing has tc be postulated to ensure stability;

for apart from the vision one has to argue that men will be

content with their lot because they ought to be. Finally,

since divine goodness is the last end metarAysically, so it

is useless to look elsewhere for a last end psychologically;

but apart from the vision man can attain divine goodness only

per speciem allenam; and to say that man attains his last

end ar aoeciem alienan is tantamount to saying that properly

be does not attain a last end et all.

This vigorous thesis, which throws not a little light on

Thomist usage of the term finis ultimus, has its repercussions.

For Fr. Buckley a merely natural order involves antinomies.

The will tends to beatitude in general. In a me-ely natural

order man can attain a reasonable perfection and satisfaction.

But beatitude means mire t-xan that, so that the tendency to

beatitude in general can find no good or set of goods in which

it can rest simply. Again, within a merely natural order

there is no concrete and determinate good which both is and
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is attainable as the principle of subordination and ooh

comidination of other goods of that order. Finally, within .

a merely natural order man's last and is, as it wore, to have

no last end but to remain open.

The alert reader will recognise in such statements a

variation on the traditional theme emphasized by Fr. de Lubac

in the section of Surnaturel entitled "Esprit et Liberte":

a rational cratiare cannot be impeccable naturally. But

while Fr. Buckley acknowledjes a certain affinity between

his thought and that of Fr. de Lubac [p. 130], ho stoutly

maintains the concrete possibility of a state of pure nature

on the ground that Fr. de Lubac has not satisfactorily shown

such a eta -e possibility not to be a necessary do7matic pos-

tulate. And if one rlts the obvious objection, nihil in natura 

pusitra, Fr. Buckley world answer that he would very much like

to know for certain just what that affirmation means. For

him human mayW, natare as rational is determinate only with

respoot to broad categories such as truth, goodness, happiness.

Further determinations are a matter of divine providence and

of history, so that in a sense a state of pure nature is a

state of indetermination.

It m4ht be ex -acted that Fr. Buckley is an advocate

of the natural desire for the vision of God. In fact, he

regards that position as a contradiction in terms. Capacity

anti exigence mean the same thing to him, no that if the matter

of the moon had a capacity, it also wo , l.d. have to have the

eaigence to be part of an animal organism.
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Hay we add to our congratulations to Fr, Buckley on

the avearanoe of his well.infortned, cloar, alert, and solid

work, a good word for the publishers who had the ge.e4 ,a.ause

-tpeto print the footnotes at the foot of the page and so

spare readers the perpetual inconveliienoe, not to say annoyance,

of turnlng to the back of the book.

Andy; de Bovis offers a thorough, documented study of

the basic ethical and religious doctrines of the Roman Stoic

philosopher, Seneca [4 B.C. . 65 A.D.]. An introductory sec-

tion is followed by seven ehspters on such ethical first prin-

ciples as the Supreme Good, the Last End, and	 ir relation

to the moral goodness and the happiness of van. The dominant

notion is the honestum defined as vihat accords with right

reason and, again, as whet accords with nettAre, A minor anti.

:corny reelts from the twofold defialtion, inasmuch as conflict

does arise between right reason and sAr.444/ sensitive nature.

But the major di fioulty of Sanocals position is .brought out

by forcif the transition from the abstract honestum to a

concrete end, from the ideal norm of reason and nature to

the real good to be attained by moral living. This reveals

that rrobably the hanniness of man, oerk:ainly his good and

end consist for Soneea simply in the self-realisation effected

by moral living. Vow if the moral end is immanent in the

individual, there spontaneously arises the Tuestion of justi-

fying morally the sacrifice of the individual for the toolms-

common good, To this there appears no adequate answer [p. 132].
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Correctly the author uarns one against amy anachronistid

determination whether Seneca thought an a monotheist or as a

polytheist. The ei ,linity exista. But its unicity does not

preclude the existence of sabord:Inste powers and deities [p. 156].

One, innortal, powerful, intelligent, it also is imnence and

makes of the unive"se its temple. Indeed it is an aotivo

member of the weiverse, everywhere present and effective,

through though not all-powerful nor a creator. Destinj, fate,

world-order, divine law, reason, nature are coo many aspects of

it; nolle the less Seneca at tiles seems to break through the

locie of Stoic orthodoxy and to desert ratianalint monism for

a God transcendent anl personal. Fear of God is rvjocted on

the ground that God is good; but gratitude, even love, is

x,ecommened; still the possibility of the efficacy of prayer

is more than douttful. Suffering is mderstocd in its moral

si lLnificanee, yet the problem of evil proves too grave; its

existence 300M5 to vitiate the whole perspective of the concept

of God.

To the author Seneca provides the epd ,Wil'a spectacle of

a ylirely human, a thoroughly laicized wisdom. Ethical doctrine

is based r human riht reason to find. in the ideals of that

reason ita norm and in the ..ctuation of those ideals its end.

As huIan r:,..ason is its own absolute, God is not properly the

moral absolute nor is Given zany siznificant function in moral

living [p. 86]. The 'ood to be attained lies within the

reach of merely human effort; it consists in man's conquest of
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self by self; It places the hil -lest of values within the coif

to Oe r.oalk.ed b te self; so that if F.Itolct.sm h	 its harsh

and rpol]ent a:II:cots, it slop has its scluction in the glory

of man [p. 14A. For nun nnd God c:iffer accidentally but

essentlaIlu uro alike; both have reason; but what in God is

pr.,)rfect, In nmr is perfectible. Thus, the self-perl:eetion

of moral le livinE is crusted with sAANLF>w:NAAs-

%hut niakl?a a man wise is what n .,alms God God. God is model and

a .atority and. jego of v.00dness. But by tLut very token,

the wise rxri is tl-z1 e .: TIE1 of Seneca's God, in quality of being,

i.f net in lenzth of days!

But, if AsdrO de Bovis offers us a concrAe ir[..11cation

of the Lyon-Forvi;re comept cf th*olop;ieal R,,k1s laicism,

It Ir only In scanty aslies that he at'zonpts to intotcrne

this picture with th enea1 problem of the differences
Renaissance

between	 and Si-..,TI*6.rsaarroo thoolou. A conscientious

hirltn of ,:ienscals thu3ht, he is content with the contrast

between Ftoic und Christian aisdom, between a divinity cut

to human measure awl. God at once pc,rsonal and incomprohonsible,

been n;cal pereetion achieved by human effort an( ..1 holinoss

ReC,i0VCC, by L,,pace inanv:er to -i:rayor. Yet such ob:ective

actunted? were Senecats ideals the f'rui.s. of grace'
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studies have the value of givin7, t"ought a concrete turn

and of providinE a touchstone to test necessarily abstract

theorems.

it seams,

That is a matter of no little importance if, as
.

the cur -,,ent alternatives/are: A) conceiving the

supernatural as another essence or nature and no mtm once

parallel to and utterly distinct from nature; and B) con.

ceiving it as an existentialist communion of man with God

as He is in Himself, and so at once the act and perfection

of natuPal ant,e aspiration, for it is
rig4, dretet, or

bejond natural achievement, for it in

man's, yot utterly

with nod 98 He Is God.

Bernard 3.	 Lonergan, 2.3,

Jesuit Seminary, Toronto.
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